Besito Mexican Will Open at Area Malls This Summer

by Rachel Leah Blumenthal May 28, 2014, 9:00a @blumie

Besito Mexican [0], a small chain of restaurants meant to emulate "private haciendas," will expand to Massachusetts in the coming months, opening at the Burlington Mall on June 17 and The Mall at Chestnut Hill in September, according to a press release. There are currently a couple locations in New York and one in Connecticut. Each new location will seat over 100, and the one in Chestnut Hill will have a seasonal patio as well. Decor-wise, expect lots of candles, art and knick-knacks from Mexico, giant horse photos, and the like.

A full bar will include over 75 tequilas, as well as mezcals, Mexican beers, and wines from the US, Spain, and South America. On the food side, the menu will offer things like table-side guacamole; taquitos, flautas, and other appetizers; and a seafood-focused collection of entrees in the range of $18-$28. Both the Burlington and the Chestnut Hill location will be open daily from noon until 11 p.m., serving lunch and dinner.

· Besito launches in Burlington [1] [BG]
· Besito Mexican [2] [Official Site]
· All coverage of Besito on Eater [3] [~EBOS~]
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